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HARDCORE FUSION
The First Efficient Warrior Alliance Seminar

By Dave Prosch

It is common knowledge that fusion
produces more energy than fission.
When two powerful forces are brought
together, the amount of energy released
can be quite extraordinary. The
intensity of fusion in the martial arts is
what I witnessed recently when I had the
privilege of attending the first seminar
of the Efficient Warrior Alliance at
Kung Fu Mind and Body Fitness in

Leeds, Alabama. This event brought together the formidable talents of the
founders of the Efficient Warrior Alliance and the Defense Fusion combat
system; Sifu Tony Massengill and Sifu Lamar M. Davis II.

The result of this fusion of martial skills was, by all
accounts, phenomenal.
The event featured no obtuse philosophical concepts,
no strange costumes, no bare feet, no board breaking
nor yelling; just no nonsense defensive tactics for a
combat zone with no rules. Those in attendance were
there to put the “martial” back in martial arts.

The two day event began with Sifu Massengill
teaching some of the finer points of his Wing Chun
Gung Fu system. While instruction included such

traditional topics as chi sao (sticking
hands), physical energy sensitivity and
the generation of short range power, most
impressive was the way Sifu Massengill
constantly stressed the combative
application of various techniques.
Repeatedly, he would demonstrate the
way a technique would be used in a street
fight. In one drill, students were
challenged to cover a reactionary gap and



gain control of their opponent with an uncooperative partner. Strip mall
karate this is not.

The beginning of day two saw Sifu Davis apply his trademark enthusiasm to
the often misunderstood subject of trapping. While trapping has been

criticized by some as ineffective or
inapplicable, Sifu Davis demonstrated
repeatedly how properly applied trapping
skills could end a street fight quickly and
decisively. Again, the emphasis was on
incapacitating the attacker as quickly as
possible in a no rules environment. In
Sifu Davis’ words: “If you haven’t ended
the fight in three seconds, you’re doing

something wrong.”

But the excitement peaked when the training guns and knives appeared.
With both Sifus using techniques from the Defense Fusion system, students
learned how to neutralize a pistol wielding antagonist, survive unarmed
against a knife attack and many of the other messy lessons that occur when a
street brawl suddenly becomes lethal encounter. If you’re looking for a
student clad in a gi using an 8 step procedure to defend against the mythical
“Norman Bates” overhead stab or the Jackie Chan style pistol snatch that
ends with the defender showing the attacker his own gun, you’d be in the
wrong place. Defense Fusion tactics stress simple movements that
incapacitate the weapon and the attacker rapidly and with certainty.

I do not believe that anyone who attended this event walked away
unimpressed. Defense Fusion and the Efficient Warrior Alliance are poised
to take reality based self defense training to another level. It is a safe bet
that all who attended this first Efficient Warrior Alliance event hope that it
proves to be only the first of many.

Dave Prosch is an apprentice instructor in Jeet Kune Do under Sifu Lamar M. Davis, a personal
protection instructor specializing in the defensive use of firearms and a freelance writer based in
Birmingham, Alabama. A former paralegal, he has worked throughout the private
investigation/security industry. He is the Birmingham Self Defense writer for Examiner.com and
can be reached at five_stones@live.com.



The Wing Chun/Jeet Kune Do Connection

Wing Chun Gung Fu is the system of martial art that Bruce Lee learned in
Hong Kong. He trained from age thirteen to age eighteen in this system. Bruce
Lee was fortunate enough to be able
two of his most dedicated students, Wong Shun Leung and Chung Chuk Hing
(William Cheung). Wing
Chun Gung Fu basically
forms the foundation of
Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do!
Jun Fan Gung Fu, which
is the name of what Bruce
Lee taught when he first
came to the United States,
is basically a slightly
modified approach to
Wing Chun Gung Fu!

There are those who
train in Jun Fan/Jeet Kune
Do and Jeet Kune Do
concepts today who claim
that Wing Chun is not
that important to o
structure! Those
practitioners don't know what they are talking about! Although we do not
embrace the entire system, there are many elements of Wing Chun Gung Fu
that are practiced exactly as they are in pure Wing Chun! In fact, it is my belief
that Wing Chun forms the nucleus of Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do, and without it,
the Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do practitioner can never reach his or her fullest
potential! Only with a base such as Wing Chun Gung Fu could Bruce Lee
develop such a simple, direct, effective, stree
defense such as Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do! Bruce Lee himself made the statement,
“I owe my accomplishment to my training in Wing Chun, a great style!”

Important elements of Wing Chun Gung Fu that are in our training are the
centerline theory, theory of facing, economy of motion theory, the sil lim tao
form, vertical fist punching, the bil jee, low line kicking, defensive positions
and lin sil die dar. Also, one of the most important elements of Jun Fan/Jeet
Kune Do is trapping hands. The energy/sensitivity drills, simple and
compound reference point trapping drills and mook jong (wooden man
dummy) drills necessary to develop effective trappin
Wing Chun Gung Fu!
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day! This proves how important the Wing Chun structure is to Jun Fan/Jeet
Kune Do! Anyone who says it is not is simply ignorant, lazy or mis
The Hardcore Jeet Kune Do program emphasizes a healthy amount of Wing
Chun Gung Fu training to develop a strong foundation structure in all
Instructors! We look at it like this: Trying to develop your skills in Hardcore
Jeet Kune Do without having the Wing Chun base is like trying to build a
building of concrete and steel on a styrofoam
is a listing of some of the important elements from Wing Chun Gung Fu that
are in our program.

 Centerline Theory

 The Sil Lim Tao Form (Wing Chun's First Form)

 Four Corner Theory

 Theory of Facing

 Immovable Elbow Theor

 Economy of Movement Theory

 Defensive Movements

 Neutral Stance (Training Stance)

 Lin Sil Die Dar (Simultaneous Defense & Attack)

 Chung Chuie (Vertical Fist Straight Punch)

 Bil Jee (Finger Jab)

 Rotation Striking

 Jik Chung Chuie (The Straight Blast)

 Low Line Kicking

 Don Chi Sao (Single Arm Sticking Hands)

It is my personal belief that no Jun
Fan/Jeet Kune Do training program is
complete without a healthy dose of
Wing Chun training. My personal
experience has shown that those Jun
Fan/Jeet Kune Do instructors wh
don't think that Wing Chun is that
important are either too lazy to get out
there and learn some Wing Chun or
they are too impatient and not willing
to dedicate the time to it!
Strong, who trained with Bruce Lee for
six years, and now continues to train in
Wing Chun under Sifu Hawkins
Cheung (one of Bruce Lee's Wing
Chun classmates and a close friend),
told me that Bruce Lee practiced the sil
lim tao form five to eight times every
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It is my personal belief that no Jun
Fan/Jeet Kune Do training program is
complete without a healthy dose of
Wing Chun training. My personal
experience has shown that those Jun
Fan/Jeet Kune Do instructors who
don't think that Wing Chun is that
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to dedicate the time to it! Sifu Patrick
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 Seong Chi Sao (Double Arm Sticking
Hands)

 Cross Arm Chi Sao

 Phon Sao (Trapping Hands)

 Mook Jong Training (The Wooden
Dummy)

 Wall Bag Training

 Rattan Ring Training

Seeing all of this on a single list, reading
the statement made by Bruce Lee himself,
and seeing that all of this is STILL a very
important part of the Jun Fan Gung Fu/Jeet
Kune Do structure, how can anyone say that
Wing Chun Gung Fu is not important to
Jeet Kune Do? I have an easy answer to that question … they are
MISINFORMED, MISGUIDED IDIOTS! Oh my … did I just put that in
print? 



Walk Softly and Carry a Big Stick!
By Tony Massengill

In the late 1800 thru the early 1900’s the walking stick was not only a

gentlemen’s fashion accessory, but it had also taken the place of the sword as a

weapon of self-protection. In an article published in Pearson’s Magazine in January

1901, written by E.W. Barton-Wright, titled “Self- defense with a Walking-stick: The

Different Methods of Defending Oneself with a Walking-stick or Umbrella when

Attacked under Unequal Conditions” the author outlines one of the popular

methods in use during that period.

It is unfortunate that in our modern times this great tool of personal

protection has fallen from our consciousness. But, while unfortunate, the very fact

that the cane is not seen as the formidable weapon that it is, can also be one of our

greatest advantages in preparing ourselves for the possibility of violent attack.

In the Cane Protection program that I teach called

“Cane Pro®” I emphasize just how effective and

inconspicuous a weapon the cane can be in the hands of

someone aware of its use. As a matter of fact, I travel quite

often conducting seminars throughout the United States,

and in my travels since 9/11 I have often carried a cane with

me on the plane. If challenged about carrying the cane,

generally all one needs to do is mention four magic words… “Americans with

disabilities act” and enjoy watching the challengers scramble for the nearest

exit!

In the “Cane Pro®” curriculum, the first level focuses on techniques that

can be used by those who have mobility issues, and a legitimate need for carrying a cane. This is covered

in my level one program because if someone with mobility issues can

perform the techniques, so too can someone who has no problems

performing more complicated footwork. Techniques which are a little more

involved are covered in the higher levels of the Cane Pro® program,

however those methods build on the foundation laid in level 1.

The Cane Pro® program was developed after many years of study

and research into the use of the cane in both Eastern and Western

traditions. Many of the methods are drawn from the use of the sword, both

Chinese and Japanese. Some techniques come from the use of the rifle and

bayonet in combat, as well as Quarter-staff methods. The configuration of

the hook-neck cane adds another dimension not seen in sword training.



We have a basic principle that guides our application in a violent altercation….Every

engagement ends with a stick to the shins!

This means that if I am carrying a cane due to my

mobility issues, and I am forced to defend myself with it,

the bad guy will have mobility issues when it’s over. This

allows me to make my escape…however slow it may be

due to my mobility limitations, knowing the bad guy will

be slower than I am!

Cane training is a great addition to whatever

training method you currently study. Those interested in

the “Real World” application of personal protection can

hardly afford to ignore this extremely effective tool. The

Filipino fighting arts were developed for the battlefield.

Knowing this, they generally follow the idea that training

should begin with weapons and end with empty hand

training. The reason for this is that they feel that the fighter knows they are heading for a fight, so

should be entering the fray with a weapon. If they are for some

reason disarmed, then, and only then, will they need the empty

hand skills. I believe there is something to be gained in

understanding this idea.

We are training for street defense…not sport. So we should

at least be prepared for that end. There is no reason the modern

martial artist should be caught without a tactical folding knife, and

the ability to use it in self-defense. There is also no reason you

should remain ignorant of the practical use of the cane for self-

defense either. The cane is inexpensive, practical, easy to learn and

can be taken virtually anywhere you go. Why not become familiar with its use, and add one more tool to

your armory.

Cane Pro Level 1 DVD

Cane Pro is the Walking Stick Self-Protection program
designed for practical combat..Not Show!
This DVD covers the level 1 instructor requirements of the
CanePro system.

Ready Positions / Footwork / Defense / Thrust / Strikes /
Target Acquisition / Applications

$27.95 +$5.00 S&H
Visit: www.MassMartialArts.com/CanePro



Who Else Want to Burn That Spare Tire
Off Their Gut?

How to Straight Blast Fat Like
Bruce Lee’s JKD!

So are you tired of carrying that extra 10, 15, or 20 pounds of extra body fat around your
waistline?

If so, then read on.

If you want to build muscle and
blast body fat like an inferno you
don’t have to wake up at the crack
of dawn and drink raw eggs like
Rocky.

You don’t have to train 5 or 6 days
a week. You don’t have to run mile
after mile – if you train right you
can choose not to run at all.

You don’t have to starve yourself, eat like a bird, or buy any expensive supplements
either.

To get you in the best shape of your life all you really need is a good strength training
program, a smart way to eat well, and sufficiently intense strength and conditioning
workouts lasting no longer than 20 minutes MAX!

This article will give you the keys to unlock those elusive body fat losses and strength
gains you’ve been looking for. In combination with last months article 5 Hardcore Tips
To Build Thick, Functional, Flexible Muscle you’ll be able to shed unwanted pounds
from around your waist and still have a life and eat like a regular human being. Last
month we talked about getting stronger by working your entire body, developing serious
leg strength, compound movements and using free weights or your own bodyweight to
get all of this done.

So first and foremost getting stronger is the foundation. Without strength most of
your other efforts will be useless. Building a good baseline of strength develops your
cardiovascular/pulmonary fitness, strengthens your bones and the joints that support them,



and most importantly strength training builds muscle, improves flexibility and also helps
blast body fat.

Getting stronger helps you to maintain muscle. As you get older you lose muscle
naturally.

You don’t want to be old, flabby and skinny, do you?

Building strength also prevents your
metabolic rate from dropping while
dieting, aka burning fat while building
muscle.

You have to eat better! Exercising
positively influences your eating habits.
You’ll stick to your diet better if you do
strength training. You’ll like how you
look and not want to jack it up! You’ll be
building muscles and losing more fat.

Like I mentioned last month you’ll always
see the best, fastest and visible results
from compound movements. So squats
and deadlifts top the chart. If you gravitate
toward bicep curls, lateral raises and
tricep extensions, and aren’t satisfied with
how you look, then take a long look in the
mirror, tell yourself you’re going to stop
being a punk and actually do some hard
work!

People stick with those types of exercises for two main reasons. 1) they’re easy 2) they
don’t know anything better. Break free of your comfort zone and challenge yourself.

Yesterday I was doing
HEAVY barbell curls
and HEAVY
weighted dips as a
super set.

The thing is I do
weighted rope climbs,
weighted chins, sled



drags, tire flips and more.

They are supplemental exercises designed to help me gain strength for fight training and
other compound, functional movements…not to work on my “glamour muscles.”

One guy actually stopped and asked me how I could be doing that weight. I laughed and
joked with him for a minute about why what he was doing wasn’t going to get him where
he wanted to go.

He really didn’t even have a plan. He’s like most guys at the gym. He’s in there with the
latest magazine article about how to get huge and doesn’t stick with it or even have a real
program to stimulate growth or to build size. Sadly, he’s just another dude at the gym
wasting his $$$.

Eat meat and vegetables, nuts and seeds, some fruit, little starch and no sugar. Keep
intake to levels that will support exercise but not body fat. You should never be eating
processed garbage.

Buy and eat raw foods and cook them yourself. You should be eating about one gram of
protein per pound of body weight to fuel performance. Protein has a very high thermic
effect. Protein = beef, chicken, turkey, fish and wild game. Unless you’re sufficiently
lean I do not recommend liquid food i.e. dairy or protein drinks, etcetera.

Add a ton of veggies and moderate your fruit intake. If your goal is to lean out try and
eat as much vegetable matter as possible. The high sugar concentration in fruit will slow
your process. Am I saying don’t eat fruit? Of course not. Whole fruit and veggies are
high in fiber, vitamins & minerals. Eat veggies & fruits with each meal: spinach, broccoli,
kale, asparagus, apples, oranges, etc.

Be sure to eat good fats. You have to eat fat to lose fat. Good fats help promote fat loss
and also trick your brain into thinking your more full that you are and they slow down
digestion. Eat healthy fats with each meal-olive oil, mixed nuts and avocados. Also
supplement with a quality fish oil. Take between .5 and 1 gram of fish oil per 10 pounds
of bodyweight.

Hydration is also key. Avoid soda, alcohol and fruit juice. Yes avoid drinking fruit
juice…unless you like drinking your way to Type II diabetes. Green tea, coffee and
espresso are OK too.

If you are going to have carbs be sure to have the bulk of them post workout. Remember
excess carbs makes you fat. So cut your carb intake.

Carbs from veggies and fruits are OK, this isn’t a zero carb fat loss diet. Don’t eat starchy
carbs except post workout...mainly in the form of yams or sweet potatoes.



Add intensity to your training when doing the conditioning portion of your workout. For
example see how many round of 10 push-ups and 10 bodyweight squats you can do in ten
minutes. Try and do AS MANY rounds as possible. Get your stopwatch and 3, 2, 1 GO!

If you are really getting after it and pushing yourself at about the 3 minute mark you’ll be
asking yourself, “What have I gotten myself into?!” Especially if you’re the bodybuilder
type.

Combining the strength building exercise days with a good couplet or triplet of exercises
for your conditioning work you’ll be amazed at how quickly you see results.

Earn what you came for!

Now that you know what to do, you need to make it as easy as possible to apply the
information I’ve given you. Follow the next 8 strategies, even if they sound counter-
intuitive to you.

Buy Healthy Foods Only. Buy and prep enough for your whole week. Don’t buy junk
food – avoid temptations.

Prepare Food in Advance. Prep ahead of time. If you can, cook for several days at a
time. It’ll take you an hour or so and the return on investment is VERY high.

Take Food with You. Buy a cooler and have it become your friend. All of my law
enforcement and PSD clients use this tool to the fullest. Take food to work, to school, to
the movies, etc. This ensures you’re eating foods that will make you lose fat.

Eat Before Going Out. Eat before you leave home and take food with you.

Track Progress for Motivation. Take pictures and keep a training journal.

DO NOT count calories. Eat until your stomach full. Prep your own food so you control
what goes into your body.



A bit more on the beauty of training from our ole friend Henry Rollins.

Muscle mass does not
always equal strength.
Strength is kindness
and sensitivity.

Strength is
understanding that
your power is both
physical and
emotional. That it
comes from the body
and the mind. And
the heart.

The Iron is the best
antidepressant I have
ever found. There is

no better way to fight weakness than with strength. Once the mind and body
have been awakened to their true potential, it’s impossible to turn back.

The Iron never lies to you. You can walk outside and listen to all kinds of talk,
get told that you’re a god or a total bastard. The Iron will always kick you the
real deal. The Iron is the great reference point, the all-knowing perspective
giver. Always there like a beacon in the pitch black.

I have found the Iron to be my greatest friend. It never freaks out on me,
never runs. Friends may come and go. But two hundred pounds is always
two hundred pounds.”

Take heed my friends.

Lead from the front!

Matt Shannon is a strength, conditioning and martial arts
coach in Williamsburg, VA.

If you'd like more information about Matt and his methods of
training you can email him at matt@crossfit1776.com or at
CrossFit1776.com and the TacticalFightingShow.tv



Why Train with Weapons?
Why train with weapons? This is a question I am often asked when talking to people
who have never trained in a weapon based martial art. I usually give them 4 main
reasons to train with weapons:

1. If you want to know how to defend against a weapon learn to use the weapon
2. Footwork
3. Whole Body Sensitivity
4. Improvised Weapons

To defend against a weapon learn to use the weapon
This first principle is the number one, non-attribute related, reason for training in a
weapon based art. When you train with a stick, knife
or cane you learn that weapons’ strengths and
weaknesses. Once you understand these strengths
and weaknesses then it becomes easier to defend
against that weapon. For example, once you
understand the vectors of power for the basic five
strikes then you have an idea about when the strike is
weak, this is when you attack.

Footwork
The second principle that makes weapon training very important is footwork. Footwork
is the defining attribute of great fighters. Footwork allows you to control two of the key
elements of combat; distance (range) and angle. By using footwork to control distance
you decide what range to engage your opponent, you control the entry and exit, whether
you attack from front or back. Second, you learn to control the angle from which you
are attacked and the angle from which to launch your attack. This is the attribute that
allows you to “hit and not be hit” at long range and move around an opponent while

staying close. In the end footwork is what separates
good fighters from great fighters.

Whole Body Sensitivity
Many martial arts use different exercises to develop
sensitivity for example; Tai Chi uses push hands and
Wing Chun uses Chi Sao. This sensitivity is especially
important in knife combat. When fighting with a knife
you are so close you cannot rely on your eyes you must
rely on your whole body being sensitive to the stimulus
from your opponent and then counter. Contemporary
Weapons System and other weapon arts accomplish
the development of whole body sensitivity with flow
drills. These flow drills are initially done stationary and
then moving. The addition of movement and footwork
is what allows you to become sensitive to all the
stimulus from an opponent not just from an appendage.



This type of sensitivity is necessary for combat at all ranges with or without weapons.

Improvised Weapons
Once you have trained with weapons anything around you becomes a weapon; an
umbrella is a cane or stick, a water bottle is a short stick, a credit card is a knife.
Anything you pickup becomes comfortable in your hand as a tool to hit or cut an
opponent. In addition, you begin to look at the world around you to find weapons to “hit
with your opponent.” Further, you become more aware of your environment and use it
as a weapon for example; positioning the sun in your opponents eyes and forcing an
opponent to stand on a slick surface during combat.

Conclusion
If you want to understand how a certain weapon functions; improve your footwork,
become more sensitive and use your environment to your advantage then weapons
training is very important. Although, there are many empty hand arts that do train the
above mentioned attributes the learning curve with weapons is much smaller. In
addition, weapons training will improve hand eye coordination, awareness, and the
ability to remain calm under stress. The development of these attributes is what makes
weapons training a necessity for the fighter serious about reality based combat.

OOffffiicciiaall KKnniivveess ooff tthhee

EEffffiicciieenntt WWaarrrriioorr AAlllliiaannccee

TThhee BBeesstt DDeesseerrvvee TThhee BBeesstt!!
wwwwww..aarrsskknniivveess..ccoomm



The Care and Feeding of a Training Partner
by Sifu Tony Massengill

Re-printed from Wing Chun Today Magazine 1987

I have been involved in the martial arts for over
30 years. In that time I have trained extensively in
many different systems, including Jiu Juitsu,
Kenpo, and various methods of Kung Fu. In 1979
I finally found the system I was searching for,
Wing Chun. Out of all the systems I have trained
in, none have had the intricacies, or been as
principle and theory based as this Kung Fu
system I fell in love with. I have found it to be
challenging to learn, rewarding to train, and the
most practical fighting method I have yet
encountered.

The training methods of Wing Chun are unique. A
great deal of emphasis is placed on sensitivity,
the proper use of energy, and conditioned reflex. Wing Chun is a system that is very training
partner dependent. Having a good training partner is important to the development of your
techniques. It is important that your partner understands how to deliver techniques, and create
proper and realistic training scenarios in order for you to learn to apply your skills properly.
In my school we call this ‘feeding’ your partner. For example, if the skill you are training is how to
deal with a boxer’s jab / cross, the ‘feeder’ needs to have some understanding of how to deliver
the jab / cross as a boxer would. If the student is a beginner level student, then his skills will not
be as refined as a senior student, his reactions and timing will not be as sharp. It is important that

the ‘feeder’ take this into account when ‘feeding’ the jab
/ cross. If the ‘feeder’ delivers the punches like Mike
Tyson ( hopefully without the biting ) the beginner level
student will be too busy just trying not to get hurt to
learn and develop the skill being trained. It is the
‘feeders’ job and responsibility to create a training
environment that his/her partner can benefit from. The
‘feeder' must understand the stages of learning, and
‘feed’ the training partner at the proper level for that
partner‘s skills and abilities. In our school we teach the
following guideline for what we call the care and
feeding of a training partner.

THE FOUR STAGES OF LEARNING

1. Learning Stage

At the learning stage, the training partner ‘feeder’ is responsible for creating an environment
where his/her partner can practice the skill being learned, without distractions or complications.
The feeder should be compliant with his/her partner and allow the skill to be applied. It is at this
stage that the student learns the proper application of the technique, and the underlying principle
of the technique.



2. Training Stage

At this stage the feeder presents
the training situation at a faster
pace than at the learning stage,
but still without undue
complications. Here the student
develops speed, precision, and
coordination.

3. Trouble-shooting Stage

By the time the student reaches
this stage of training, they have
developed an understanding of the
skill being trained. They will have
developed the speed, timing, and
reactions to deal with a more complicated training situation. At this stage the feeder may offset
the timing, distance or angle of delivery of the attack. Here the feeder will deliver the attack with
the speed and focus of a real fight, but it will always be the feeders responsibility to pull as much
off the attack as possible, if the feeder realizes that his/her training partner has missed the block,
and is going to be hit by the attack.

4. Survival Stage

This is the application of the technique in a
fighting situation. Application of Wing Chun in
sparring is tricky at best. Wing Chun is a
FIGHTING art, not a sport, we are training to use
counter-offensive techniques rather than defense
and then attack. Consequently this leaves our
opponent more vulnerable than normal. We are
training ourselves to attack target areas that are
off-limits in a sporting environment. In our system,
if we accidentally hit our training partner, oops!
isn’t good enough. It will be our responsibility to
see to it that our feeder is not hurt while allowing
us to train our skills.

This guideline for training has been helpful in teaching my students. I hope it will be helpful to
some of my Wing Chun brothers as well. Like any endeavor in life, we must learn to walk before
we can run. Following the stages of learning guideline will help students develop in a logical and
safe manner.


